CVL NAD Benefits for Students

We are pleased to inform that Savitribai Phule Pune University has joined hands with CVL National Academic Depository to facilitate the Award Digitization Initiative of Government of India.

A Brief on NAD:

The Government of India is committed towards bringing administrative and academic reforms through the use of technology for delivery of efficient services to all stakeholders. Towards this end, Government has established and officially launched a Digital Depository of Academic Awards known as National Academic Depository (NAD) on the pattern of Securities Depository on July 9, 2017.

CDSL Ventures Limited (CVL) is a wholly owned subsidiary of CDSL. In addition, to securities market, CVL also serves education sector via CVL National Academic Depository (CVL NAD). CVL NAD is a system of creating and holding award details in electronic form and making them available for Verification to those AIs who are offering higher studies and employers.

Maintaining academic awards in a digital depository - CVL NAD aims to bring in a wide range of benefits to Academic Institutions (AI), Students and Employers/Verifiers in the form of enhanced transparency, reduction in costs, better service standards, enabling online access, facilitate validation and retrieval and above all, mitigates reputation risk by eliminating fake/forged certificates.

NAD would be available online 24x7 access to the stakeholders.

Why CVL NAD for Students?

- Ease of storing, retrieving and forwarding authentic academic awards.
- Eliminates need for attestation of certificates/true copies.
- Can interact with multiple Academic Institutions with one interface.
- Unethical practices of employers such as withholding/detaining original certificates will be eliminated.

One Stop Academic Depository for Academic Institutions, Students & Verifiers
Student Registration Process – Non-Aadhaar

- Student to fill up the form online. ([https://cvl.nad.co.in/NAD/studentInit.action?activePage=regactstudentIni](https://cvl.nad.co.in/NAD/studentInit.action?activePage=regactstudentIni))

- Post successful submission of the form, registration confirmation email is sent to the Student’s email address with CVL NAD Student profile (without NAD ID). The registration will remain in inactive status until the registration is verified and approved by AI.

- Student to approach AI with CVL NAD Student Profile and have it verified from AI.

- Post verification and Registration approval by AI, Student’s NAD ID will be generated and the account will be activated. The NAD ID will be sent to the Student’s email address.

- Student can log in using NAD ID/Email Id.
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